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Text: The Search of the Forest Floor by William Kotzwinkle 

As soon as the spaceship landed on Earth, its occupants set to work like little elves, 

gathering samples of plant life, and returning quickly to the ship to plant them in a 

greenhouse that would amaze even the most experienced of botanists. 

An extraterrestrial botanist left the greenhouse after planting a herb he had dug up and 

went down the glowing hatchway into the night air. When he passed a colleague, their eyes 

did not meet. But something else took place; their chests glowed simultaneously, an inner, 

red glow from the heart region suffusing their thin, translucent skin.  

Mist-shrouded, the botanist entered grass as high as his head and came out at the edge of 

a redwood forest. His naturally distended stomach skimmed the forest floor. Though he 

looked like a goblin, he had a body that was suitably arranged to give him a low and stable 

centre of gravity. However, it was not a form that Earth folks could readily take to, these 

large webbed feet coming almost directly out of his low-hanging belly and his long hands 

trailing along ape-fashion beside it. As he moved quietly through the forest, knuckles 

brushing the leaves, he searched the dark forest with enormous bulbous eyes – the kind of 

eyes you might find on a giant frog hopping along. 

 Through millions of years’ experience, this botanist and his colleagues had remained shy 

and had never the inclination to make contact with anything other than plant life on Earth. A 

failing perhaps, but they’d monitored things long enough to know that to Earthmen, their 

beautiful ship was first of all a target and they themselves material for a taxidermist to 

display under glass Why would they want to instruct humans with their vast knowledge 

when they would only be laughed at because their noses were like bashed-in Brussels 

sprouts and their general appearance like that of overgrown prickly pears?  

The botanist paused at a little redwood sapling, examined it carefully, then dug it out, 

murmuring to it in his gravelly space tongue, words of weird, unearthly shape; but the 

redwood seemed to understand. A sea of yellow house lights glowed tantalisingly from a 

little suburb in a valley beyond the trees...tonight would be the last night he could 

investigate them. His ship would leave Earth for an extended period, until the next great 

mutation in Earth vegetation, a period marked by centuries. It would be the last chance he’d 

have to peek in the windows.  

Then he received a warning signal to return to the ship, but he decided it was too soon, a 

warning for those not as fast on their feet as he. His heart-light glowed ruby red in response 

to the house lights flickering ahead. He loved Earth, especially its plant life, but he liked 

humanity too, and always, when his heart-light glowed, he wanted to teach them, guide 

them, give them the stored intelligence of millions of years. But what was the use in trying to 

teach people who would only laugh at your pear-shaped silhouette? The ship’s warning 

signal came on again, thumping in his heart-light: the code alarm – all crew return! Danger, 

danger, danger! His heart-light flashed wildly. 

 


